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r""'c," ABSTRACT 
Laser veloctmeter measurements of the unsteady flow over a NACA 0012 
atrfoil undergotng condittons of dyn-Ilntc stall ~"e reported. Tills_ worle W3S 
undertaken tn support of a program to detel"mlne unsteady pressure dtstribu-
tions and loads on ~n atrfoil oscillating In asteddy oncaning flow. 
Flowfield measurements around the static stall angle are evaluated and 
canpar"i sons are made witll laser ho lagraphtc interferanetry measurenents. 
A complete tabuhtion of the laser veloclmet'er data are pr,vtded under 
separate C(Ner.· 
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I NTRO DUCT I ON 
Almost a11 conceivable lifting situations occur" on the blades of a 
helicopter rotor in flight. Conditions of attached flow and high-lift 
efficiency, shock-induced separation (advancing blade tip) arid leading-
edge separation (retreating blade) are encountered during each revolution. 
In certain flight conditions, large ·unsteady air loads on the blades of a .. 
helicopter are caused by the interact ion between the rot at ing b lades and 
intense vortices trailed from the tips of the preceding blades. Such 
unsteady blade loads determine·the higller frequency stresses; the blade'. 
fatigue life, and the ttigher frequency noise of. the helfcopter rotor. 
These situations are further conplicated by cyclic pitch and the time 
dependency and three dime1sionality of the fl~w. To address these 
conpt1cated flows, an improved understanding.is needed of two-dimensional,· 
time-dependent flow cases. At present, we cannot predict flows caused by 
shock-induced or leading edge separation. This is due largely to inaccurat .. 
turbulence mdels for the turbulent separated vi scous 1 ayer arid' the near-
wake. Measuranents of the mear. an:i transport. propert ies of these hiQhly 
turbulent separated flows ue needed to develop improved tUl"bulence mdels 
an:i hence better prediction metrods. tn the past, these measurenents 
were difficult to make, but with recent development of combined nonintrusiv 
model surface~ laser velocimeter an:i ho lagraphic measuranents techniques, 
new information can now be obtained fol" these flo\·'s. 
As a first stEll, then, exper"fmental infonnation is required for. two-
dimensional flows fthich pl"oduce conditions similar to those likely to be 
encounteroo in flight. An airfoil whose al'kJle of attack is varied 
pel"iodically in a steady oncoming flow is a good first approximation • 
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The purpose of this report is to desc~ibe the results· obtained f~om 
measurenents of the "time-dependent flow fields ~iCh were generated in 
the NASA2-ft wind tunnel by oscillating aNACA 0012 airfoil through an 
angle-of-attack range (-5 to +15-) in aM:I 0.4 freestl"eanflowl. These 
results "are also compared with holographic measurements (Ref. 1) to 
determine th~ feas ibi 1 i ty of interleraneter techniques for appl kat ions 
to nominally two-dimensional unsteady separated flow fields. 
TIME DEPENDENT FLOW-FIELD MEASUREMENTS 
Considerable attention and effor-t has already been" directed to the 
area of conditional s~pling as a means of re'Jealing flow features which 
appear intermittently rather than continuously yet still have an important 
influence on flow·structure and development. However. until recently. 
these efforts were all restricted to expedments in v.hich the flow-field 
sensor had a continuous·output which itself could be used to generate the 
criteria fa" the conditional· avet"ages; so that :r.easurements wet"e of 
necessity restricted to un1dir~tional shear flows in"which. for.example. 
standard hot-wire anemometry techniques could be used. Whole classes of 
flows. nanely rec.irculating and unsteady wake flows have thet"efore been 
'. . 
neglected •. In these flows. it is eJ(tremely difficult to generatereli able 
' .. 
analog or digital outputs with conventional flow-field instrumentation. 
since these flowS are extremely sensitive to prc~c interference •.. 
Unfort~nately. laser velocimeter data alone are usually difficult 
to concHtionallysc}11ple since in most cases the data .. ates are insufficient 
to generate real-time information fran~ich the sampling criteria can be 
determined. A technique close to conditional sa:npHng can be used to 
genet"ate ensemble averages at given phase angles. in turbulent flows 
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superimposed on periodic motions, such as those in reciprocating machinery 
or helicopter wakes, for example. In these cases, the sampling condition 
can be derived from a periodiC timing signal. However, in the case of 
aerodync1nic OSCillations, hhose period is not exactly constant, for 
example, the flows behind a bluff body, or oscillating airfnl1,the 
sampling co~ition should be derived frO'll the flow itself (Ref. 2). 
However, during this partiCular test an' external pulse was used so that 
the data presented in' this report will contain variations dup. tocycle-to-
cycle flow repeatability, jitter. But we do·not feel that the major 
conclusions will be affected.-
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
Test Model 
.. 
The experiment was conducted on a 2-0 ',",CA 0012 mdel which consisted 
of a balsa wood core wrapped with 20 plies of graphite tape impregnated 
lR " - -Z'/ 1'1 . 
with epoxy resin. The airfoil which h~ a 15.24 on chord and 61. cm SPM 
was mounted betwe~n the glass -windows' of the 2-ft wind tunnel test section 
by means of steel stubs \IItIfch rode in needle bearings. There was a gap 
of approximatel.y 1 rmI between the wing and windows. The wing was pitched 
about the quarter chord by a Scotch yoke mechanism. The tests were 
conducted at freestream Mach numbers o'f between 0.3 and O~6 at Chord 
Reynolds numbers ranging fran O.S t02 million. Oscillatory tests were 
conducted at mean angles of attack of 5 and 10 degrees with amplitudes of 
+ 10 degrees at frequences up to 36 Hz. '. Laser velocimeter data were 
obtained at-a freestream Mach number of 0.4 and chord Reynolds number of 
_ 1.5 mil1fon. 
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Velocity measurements were made with the laser. velocimeter shown 
i. schematically in Fig. I. This system was designed and built by NASA for 
. :: 
. . . 
the Ames 2x2-ft. transonic wind tunnel. This fringe-:mode velocimeter is· 
a d~al-color system u·t 11 hi ng the 4880 andSI4S Angstrem lines of an 
argon-ion laser •. One spectral 1i ne is used to measure the streanwise 
. . 
velocity component, the other to measure the vertical velocity component. 
Bragg-cell frequency shifting necessary for probing highly turbulent and 
separated flow regions is incorporated in both spectfal lines~ The. 
frequency offsets also facilitate the direct measurement of,the vertical 
velocity compOnent (i.e., ,:4S· beam orientat ions to resol ve the vert ical 
veloclty are unnecessary). 
As seen in Fig. I, most of the optical canponents are located outside 
the.tunnel plenum chamber. where cclor separation~Bragg-cell frequency 
shifting, and the establishment of the four-bean matrix areacccxnplished. 
Only the transmitting optics, collecting lens, and photo·detectors ,are 
mounted ins ide the plenum ch anber. Two traversing systems are shown 
inside the plenum chamber. The one on the opposite side of the test 
section frem the.laser holds the collecting lens and photo detectC?rs for 
forward-scatter light collection. The traversing system on the laser 
side of the test s~ction supports the transmitting lenses. Mirrors fixed 
to this traversing system permit two-dimensional scanning of the 
velocimeter's sensing volume; the optics outside the plenum chanber remain 
stat ionary. Both traversingsystens are driven with computer-controlled 
I stepper motors. The effective senSing volume is approximately ellipt1c, 
200 um in di amter and 3nm long, with ithe axis al igned in the cross-stream 
direct ion. 
. . 
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Condi t ion ally sampl ed, two-component lase ... -velocimete ... measu ... ements 
· were obtained at ... educedfrequencies{wx/u) of .12 and 1.2. A schenatic 
· of the data ... eduction c;ystem is sho~,"1n Fig. 2 where signal p ... ocessing 
, 
isaccanplished with single pa ... ticle bu ... st counters. In the systen.a 
once-pe ... - ... evoluti~n pulse originated by the ai ... foil· drive mechanism ... esets . 
. . 
the multiplexe ... clock so thatcloclc pulse numbe ...... epresents. the instantaneous· 
· airfoH angle of attack th ... oughout each cycle. Now. as particle a ... rival 
times a ... e ... ardcm the cloclc pulse numbe ... can be used to assign each velocity 
.measu ... ement to its co ...... ect phase ensemble. The two velocity ccmponents 
(u, v) and clock pulse number a ... e reco ... ded on floppy disc for analysis. 
Reynolds st ... essrrieasurements we ... e also obtained by ... equiring coincidenr:e 
of the two velocity ccmponent s before each data set was accepted. Softwa ... e 
developed SP!!CifiC~l1i fo ... this testprog ... am enabled probability densities 
of each velocity component arid velocity c ... oss products to be determined 
fo ... preselected angle-of-attck "windows." From this info ... mation,ensemble. 
averages of the mean velocities U. V. and RMS values ur and yr and shea ... 
st ... ess·uryr we ... e calculated. 
Natu ... ally OCCU,.ri ng pa ... t ic les in the tunnel a ... e normally used for 
light scattering. In this facility. lub ... ication oil within the d ... ive 
' .. 
systen vaporizes ard tllen ccrdenses in the tunnel ci ... cuit to provide a 
gene ... ous supply of scatte ... ing cente ... s.· P ... evious measu ... ements ac",oss'a 
normal shock have shown that these pa,.ticles a ... e small enough in size 
(estimated to be l,Nm) to give ve ... y good ... esponse .to .\ c;tep change in 
velocity at sonic speeds. At eaCh point in the flow. generally seve ... al 
thousand velocity ... ealizations a ... e used to calculate the flow prope ... ties. 
Howeve .... to keep tunnel test time within ... easonable limits. it was found 
necessary· to seed the tunnel circuit in the present case, sinc~ we are 
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essentially meas~ring many different flow fields as the airfoil oscillates. 
Seeding,was achieved using an artificial aerosol of Dioctylphalate of " 
known size distribution which was generated with a Laskin nozzle generator , 
and injected into the wind tunnel downstrecJn of the test section. This 
aerosol had a count mean diameter of 0.7 pm (see Fig. 3). 
RESULTS MD ANALYSIS 
Phase averaged mean velocities and turbulence quantities'were measured 
at two airfoil locations, n~ely, 'xlc = 0.45 and 1.06,i .e., atapproxi-
mately mid-chord and in the near wake. ,Profiles were obtained at oscillation 
frequenci es of 2.8 and 28 Hi, i.e., reduced fr~uenci es of 0.12 and L2. 
Ensemble-averaged axial velocity profiles are shown in Figs. 4-7~ 
The most obvious feature of these results is the large hysteresis which 
exists as the airfoil oscillates in and out of stall. This hysteresis is 
even more pronounced at the higher frequency. In both cases,at xlc = 
, , .45, the flow is attached at ten degrees \\ .... en the angle of attack is in 
.. ". 
increasing. Both flows are cleady stalled at 15 degrees with the 28 Hz 
, ' 
, 'case being niore extensive. When the airfoil retul'ns through 10 degrees, 
recovery appears more conplete for the 2.8 Hz case. 
In the near wake (x/c = 1.06} these differe'nces are ,accentuated- and 
'the effect of frequency rrore pronouned., At ten degrees increasing angle 
of attock the low frequency profile srowsa wider wake with a greater 
velocitydeficit, an indication of earlier dynamic stall. At fifteen 
degrees, however, the higher frequency wake profile shows that much more 
extensive flow separation has occurred on the airfoil consistent with the 
xlc - .45 profiles. This indicates a significant loss of liftcanpared 
to the 2.8 Hz case.' The profiles obtained as the airfoil retreats through 
- -' 
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10 degrees clearly show the greater hysteresis- in the 28 Hz case. Thus 
the essential flow-field features revealed by these profiles tell us that 
angle-of-attack oscillations through the static stall value produce 
significant floJw-field hysteresis. Increasing the reduced frequency of 
oscillation delayS the onset of dynamic stall but recovery is also delayed. 
This must result ina larger CL hysteresis loop. 
The measured axial velocity fluctuation l~vels presented in Figs. 4-
7 are consistent with thp. mean profile observations. In the near wake at 
10 degrees increasing angle of attack the RMS velocity fluctuations are 
significantly higher in the 2.8 Hz case, again an indication of earlier 
onset of dynamic stall. At 15 degrer!s the 28 Hz case soows higher 
turbulence levels even though the IT'.ean gradients in .the wider wake are 
. less. This ir.dicates large-scale turbulent mixing and will be discussed 
later. Delayed stall recovery at 28 ,Hi is again evident at.10 degrees 
decreas ingang Ie of attack since there is still evidence of much m~.r.e 
extensive large-scale turbulence in the wake. Data taken on the airfoil 
confirm these trerds. For cOlipleteness, phase-averaged mean and RMS· 
vertical-velocity profiles are presented in Figs. 8-11. Although their 
interpretation is more difficult,on examination, similar trerds are 
evident, namely, delayed stall onset and recovery for the case of higher 
rc::luced frequency. For the attached cases cal culated flow angularity is 
consistent with airfoil angle 'of attack. 
Although these ensenble mean ard RMS velocity profiles gfveus a 
good deal of insight fntothis particular study of dynamicstall , further 
measurenents are needed for us to assess turbulence models currently _ 
employed in dynamic stall, prediction methods. The instantaneous velocity 
." . 
at a poi nt in the flow may be expressed as 
.;.; a 
, .. 
'~~ilJ 
I 
I 
on~Q!!!.~:t Ft.~~:~ \~ 
OF POOIZ QUM..In'· 
u • u + u' + U 
\ 
\ 
\ 
I' 
'j 
t-
;where uh the conventional mean. u' is the randan fluctuation and u is 
the unsteady contribution from 'the oscillating angle of attack. This 
tenn will vary ,in bothanpl1tude and phase as a flJ1ction of instantaneous 
angle of attack and reduced frequency. With a similar expression for the 
vertical velocity and insertion in the momentum equation we obtain 
, dtA 
u---()X 
, dfA 
.;v-
, '"":I 
, ay 
= _ L #-' +JTd2U. _ .1. / U'v '+a~)" 
, "F dX "dy f \' , 
if we asume that the random and time-dependent scales are uncorrelated. 
The major assumption in all current unsteady calculations that the 
phase-averaged Reynolds stress dist~ibutionis related to th~ phase-
averaged vel od ty profit e as in the 
,.', 'a<(;( > 
·<u.'v>:E -
, . ~y. 
steady case ' , 
• A 2./, d< (,(2/ c =C Uy r' ) 
. ." .. 
We can see that this assumption is valid only if ii'v"'is unaffected·by 
-' the osci1lat"ion and ii7 » 'Q'~ 
A first attenpt to detennirie the validi ty of these assumptions has 
bee'n made bymeasUl"ing tne enserrble-averaged Re~olds shear stress·e~.in 
the near-wake region. The results for the case of 2.8 Hz are presented 
in'Fig. 12. These' averaged profiles show extremely high shear stress 
values in the dynanically stalled cases. Indeed. rnixing length estimates 
obtained from these measured values and the slopes of the ensemble-averaged 
mean velocities indicate mixing lengths four' to five times greater than 
. - . . 
those for steady stall cases (Ref. 3). This challenges the validity of 
the quasi-steooy calculation procedures since it appears that the· 
characteristic vortex shedding fe,!';ure of dynamic stall leads to mixing 
'- 9 ~ 
/ 
I 
lengths significantly larger than those observed in the steady stall 
case. Unfortllnately, since conventiorldl averages were not talcen, we 
cannot isolate theu v contribution directly. 
This condi tion of vortex shedding also provides a stringent test 
case for laser holographic interferometry techniques as the basic 
assumption of zero nonnal pressur~ gradient used in deriving the Crocco 
relationship to determine velocity could be violated. This has been 
investigated in Ref.l where canparisons have been made between the 
laser velocimeter_ and holographic interferometer measurements. _ Velocity 
profiles atmidchord and in the near wake are soown in Figs. 13-15, ;,.here 
it can be seen that,when the flow is attached, there is relatively good 
~9reement between the two techniques even though:the laser velocimeter 
data contain cycle to cycle "jitter." However, for the separated case. 
Fig. 14. agreement is ~cr, a consequence of strong nonnal pressure-
gradients in the flowfi eld. 
_ CONCLUSIONS 
An analysis of the measured ensemble averaged-mean velocities, 
turbulent intensities alli Reynolds shear stresses that occur during 
dynamiC. stall has been made. This analysis shoy.:; that significant .flow 
field hysterisis is p"'esent arO'JIld the- static stall angle when the airfoil 
oscillates into and- out of stail. This hysterisis is accentuated as the_ 
reduced frequency is increased. 
The ensemble averaged mean profiles srould provide challenging-test 
cases for computation. However, the measured Reyn~lds shear stresses 
infer that characteristic vortex shejding, i.e •• the sudden ·'oss of 
circulation and lift, associated with dynamic stall producemixiri~.l~ngths 
10 -
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significantly larger than in the case of static stall. This factchall nges. 
the basic quasi-steady assumptions currently employed in computational 
schemes. Consequently. the prediction.of these flows will present a 
formidable -challenge for many-years to come • 
Comparisons with the holographic interferometer results reveal an 
inherent weakness in.the use of the Crocco relationship .for the derivation 
of ~elocity profiles. This weakness is caused by the normal pressure 
gradients induced by the large-scale vortices associated with dynamic -
stall fl~wfields. 
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